2018 GASTONIA SNIPER CONFERENCE
The Tactical Farm LLC  Carbine Range

Targets

- Squatting
- Standing
- Kneeling
- Sitting

Carbine Range

Total Rounds: 8 per Team
Targets: Cold Bore
Range: 25 to 100 yards

DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS
Open Urban Terrain Event

Shooters will start from the starting position. On start shooters will move to the first shooting position and each shooter will engage the cold bore target from a seated position using the barrel for support.
Shooters will then move to the second barrel where they will engage the target from a kneeling position using the barrel for support.
Shooters will then move to the third barrel where they will engage the target from a standing position.
Shooters will then move to the fourth barrel and engage the target from a squatting position.

Teams will carry their own ammo and all gear needed for the event.

Shooters must move together as a team.

Shooters will move with an unloaded weapon.

Dropping a rifle will result in a DQ for that event.